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I. Idea behind the project

The expedition had both sportive and historical objectives

to it. Firstly, no one has attempted to kayak or canoe in this

particular section of the Verkhoyansky mountain range

(Republic of Sakha, Russian Federation). Traversing

remote polar part of the range on foot and inflatable

canoes - a completely self-supported 26-day long journey

– covering close to 600 km, made this expedition a unique

challenge from sportive perspective.

However, the expedition also had a historic dimension.

The remote Lena delta and the Laptev sea is better known

internationally as a place for a tragic end of a famous US

explorer George Washington De Long expedition in XIX

century, however, the subsequent story of Stalin’s

repressions has not been uncovered to a wider audience.

In the autumn of 1942 the Lena river delta became a

prison for thousands of men and women (mostly people

from the occupied Baltic States and Finish minorities from

Karelia), young and old, who were deported here by the

Stalin’s regime.



These forced labour camps (Gulags) on the
banks of Lena and the shore of the Laptev
Sea, were supposed to supply Soviet army
with fish during World War II, became
graveyards for thousands. Those who died
in this faraway land and those, who
survived the ordeal, were later proudly
called “the Laptevians”.

In 1989, at the eve of Independence
movement, a Lithuanian expedition came to
the Lena delta to retrieve the remains of the
fallen, reconstruct the burial places and
build monument crosses to those, who
fallen here.

Our expedition aimed to visit the former
Gulag villages on the banks of Lena
(Kyusyur, Bulun, Tit-Ary), meet survivors
and their descendants, document the
current situation as well as assess the
current state of memorial site in the Tit-Ary
island.



II. General information 
about the region

The Verkhoyansky Range (Verkhoyansky
Khrebet) starts in the very far north of
Sakha Republic, where Lena river meets
the Laptev Sea. The polar part of the
Verkhoansky range is a vast and almost
entirely uninhabited area with severe
temperatures in winter and unpredictable
weather in summer. The northern part of
the Verkhoyansky Range (namely Orulgan
and Kharaulakh sections) remains one of
the least explored areas of former USSR.
Very few expeditions have ever taken
place here. The Orulgan range represents
the most difficult part with deep gorges,
glaciers and steep alpine peaks, while
Kharaulakh consists of less technically
difficult climbs and massive river valleys.
The route of our expedition passed on the
border between these two ranges.



While preparing for the expedition we
found that the latest white-water
expedition in this section of the
Verkhoyansky range took place in 1985,
when a team of Russian catarafters was
taken to the centre of the Orulgan range
by a helicopter, did some ascents in the
mountains and later rafted their way to
Lena via Sachandzha and Besiuke rivers.
The nomadic reindeer-herders we met on
the route, confirmed that they have not
seen any outsiders in that area for at least
30 years. The last expeditions they could
remember dated back to Soviet times
when geological exploration took place in
the area.

The remote Lena delta is more accessible,
since Lena is still used for shipping during
the summer time, while in winter time it
becomes a road (zimnik). However, even
in summer the passanger boat navigation
takes place only 8-9 times, taking
passengers from Yakutsk to Tiksi and
back. Kyusyur (population of 1000) and
Tiksi (population of about 4000) are the
only two villages in the lower part of Lena,
where residents live permanently.



III. Notes from the expedition

Firstly, it must be mentioned that the lower Lena
from Kyusyur all the way to the delta as well as the
shore of the Laptev sea are considered border area
by the authorities of the Russian Federation.
Therefore visiting this area requires special permits,
even to citizens of Russian Federation. The
expedition team had to apply to the border
protection agency of the FSB in order to get the
permits. The whole process of acquiring permits
took about two months (though it may take up to
three months). Electronic copies of the permits
were sent to the expedition manager while originals
had to be taken from FSB bureau in Yakutsk.

The remoteness of the location caused substantial
logistical challenges to the team. Very few inhabited
villages exist near the polar part of the
Verkhoyansky range, Sakkyryr (Batagay-Alyta), with
population of about 1500, is the closest to the
mountains. At least two flights per week take place
from Yakutsk to Sakkyryr. Other villages in the area
(Kustur, Namy) are far less accessible, with few
helicopter flights per month only. Therefore we
booked flight from Yakutsk to Sakkyryr four months
in advance. It must be added that all inner flights in
Republic of Sakha are quite expensive, ranging
from 250 to 350 EUR per person. In addition,
regular passenger luggage weight is only 20 kg per
person, extra weight is charged additionally.

Logistics



While accessing the start of the route was
relatively clear, we had very little information
about our exit options. Essentially there are only
two options of returning from the traverse –
either by passenger boat from Kyusyur to
Yakutsk, or by flight from Tiksi. However, in
Kyusyur there is no road to Tiksi, the airport of
Kyusyur is also not functioning. Therefore the
second option is taking the same passenger
boat from Kyusyur to Tiksi (330 km ride) and
then taking a flight to Yakutsk. It must be also
mentioned, that the passenger boat makes only
2-3 navigation cycles Yakutsk-Tiksi-Yakutsk per
month in summer time, starting from late June to
middle of September.

One of the goals of the expedition was to reach
the island of Tit-Ary and the beginning of Lena
delta. We were quite lucky that we managed to
catch the passenger boat going from Kyusyur to
Tiksi, which stops at Tit-Ary. We then spent 12
days in Tit-Ary island, waiting for the boat to
arrive again and take us to Tiksi. Then we took a
flight from Tiksi to Yakutsk. It must be added,
that the flight tickets from Tiksi were also bought
two months in advance.



The logistical scheme of the expedition was the 

following:

- Departure from Vilnius to Moscow by train (July 1);

- Flight from Moscow to Yakutsk (July 2);

- A day in Yakutsk (registration, contacting 

emergency service, acquiring additional food 

supplies);

- An extra day in Yakutsk, since the initial flight to 

Sakkyryr (Batagay-Alyta) was cancelled due to 

weather conditions in Sakyryr;

- Flight from Yakutsk to Sakkyryr (July 5)

- A 57 km jet-boat ride upstream Tumara river to the 

permanent ice-fields (July 6);

- Start of the self-supported traverse of the 

Verkhoyansky mountain range;

- Reaching Kyusyur village at bank of Lena (August 

30);

- Passenger boat from Kyusyur to Tit-Ary island 

(August 4);

- Passenger boat from Tit-Ary to Tiksi (August 17);

- Flight from Tiksi to Yakutsk (August 18);

- Flight from Yakutsk to Moscow (August 21);

- Train Moscow-Minsk-Vilnius (August 22);



The total distance of self-supported traverse,

according to our calculation, was close to 600 km.

The team tried to utilize water-ways to the

maximum, sufficient water levels were needed in

order to have as much canoeing/dragging mileage

as possible, therefore the expedition had to start

early in the summer. According to the locals, there

was a lot of snow this winter, therefore water levels

in the rivers were rather high, and we managed to

canoe all river sections, as planned. The trekking

terrain was diverse – from meadows, swamps, ice-

fields to rocky slopes and gravel.

The route consisted of various sections:

1. Sakkyryr to Tumara river ice-fields on jet-boats

(60 km);

2. Trekking from Tumara valley to Diabdy valley (60

km);

3. Canoeing river Diabdy section until the tributary

Kys-Chalary (first descent, 20 km);

4. Trekking Kys-Chalary and Chaldykchian river

valleys, reaching Bolshoy Syalach lake (18 km);

5. Canoeing Bolshoy Syalach lake (7,2 km),

portaging to Sakynda river (1,2 km), canoeing

Sakynda river section (first descent, 14 km);

6. Trekking Chadaryndia, Toilach, Sylarynda,

Ediukiut river valleys (100 km);

7. Traversing the main pass, reaching Sachandia

river (28 km);

Route



8. Canoeing Sachandia river section, reaching the

confluence with Meichan (90 km);

9. Canoeing Besiuke river, reaching tributary

Tiriachtiach (44 km);

10. Trekking to the Tikian river valley (28 km);

11. Canoeing Tikian, reaching Lena (first descent, 90

km);

12. Canoeing Lena, reaching Kyusyur (20 km);

13. Passenger boat ride to Tit-Ary island (180 km).

14. Passenger boat ride to the town of Tiksi (150

km).

Gear and food
supplies

Since the traverse was entirely self-supported, all

equipment (canoes, paddles, camping gear,

personal gear, etc.) as well as food supplies for 30

days had to fit into backpacks. Therefore reducing

the starting weight of the backpacks to the minimum

was essential. Two ultra-light inflatable canoes have

been constructed for this particular expedition,

weighing 7 kg each, equipped with tight-straps and

self-bailing system in order to tackle up to class IV

white water.



We also swapped synthetic jackets and sleeping

bags to hydrophobic down sleeping bags and

jackets, saving weight, but maintaining system

capable of delivering at temperatures below freezing.

All these decisions played out very well. The

hydrophobic-down proved to be very efficient and

endured exposure to moisture sufficiently well, even

in very humid conditions.

Food supplies was yet another challenge since we

were preparing to complete the traverse in 30 days.

We took a total of 450 gr. food per day per person

(for 32 days), which proved to be sufficient. We also

planned that fishing will provide additional food

supplies, however, it was not efficient on the eastern

side of the range (with the exception of fishing in the

mountain lakes where we managed to catch quite a

few graylings). However, when we began our

descent to the Lena, we managed to catch more

fish. Finally, on a few occasions nomadic reindeer

herders gave us some raw meat, which was a very

pleasant addition of protein to our daily menu.

We managed to minimise our starting backpack

weight to less than 40 kg per person (including food,

boats and canoeing gear).



The remoteness of the area as well as lack of

emergency evacuation options from the route

caused safety concerns to the team. Limited GSM

connection is only available at the villages of

Sakkyryr and Kyusyur, therefore having Iridium

satellite communication device was essential. In

case of an accident in the middle part of the route, it

would take week or more to reach the nearest

village in 200-250 km. Although both Sakkyryr and

Kyusyur have medical facilities, these can only

provide limited service.

Therefore, the expedition was equipped with a two-

way GPS messaging device (Garmin inReach

Explorer+). Upon arrival to Yakutsk we registered

our route at the emergency service institution

(MCS). They took our safety concerns seriously and

asked us to communicate our status and location

every two days. According to representatives of the

MCS, in case of emergency a helicopter would be

taken of from Yakutsk and safety operation would

be conducted from the nearest town of Zhigansk.

Safety issues



Encounters with bears could be another safety

concern. According to the locals, bears are abundant

and aggressive in the area, a few bear attacks did

happen in the past years, especially in the area

closer to Zhigansk. Since our route was way north

we were not expecting to see many bears. Yet we

saw many bear tracks on our way and had a single

distant encounter when a bear when we spotted a

bear hanging around in a distance from our camping

site. We had petards and pepper-sprays for

protection. Charging a petard did not prove to be

efficient and did not evoke any reaction from the

bear. Eventually the bear went away without causing

any danger.

Weather conditions

The climate in the area is relatively dry with

significant temperature changes. S, SE winds and

sunny days would rise the temperature se to 20-24

C in the valleys, however, the dominant winds were

W or NW with average daily temperatures of 8-12

C and 5-6 C during the night (a bit lower, than

anticipated), with clouds, drizzle or sporadic

showers. However, there were days when

temperatures would fall to 2-3 C and slightly below

zero during the night.



IV. Results and 
concluding remarks

All in all, the expedition could be

considered as very successful. We

accomplished all our goals. Detailed

preparation allowed us to diminish all risk

factors and a bit of luck helped us to solve

quite a few logistical challenges.

We were expecting to see no-one on the

route, however, this assumption was not

correct. In fact, we met nomadic reindeer-

herders and four times we had direct

contact with them, a very pleasant

encounter and exchange. They were

surprised to see us, since according the

them, they have not see any outsiders in

that area for at least 30 years... They

mentioned that in Soviet times they've met

geological expeditions but no-one after.



When we reached Kyusyur, we had contact

with descendants of Lithuanian gulag

survivors, we gathered interesting historic

material (photos, stories) from the period of

deportations. Finally, we reached Tit-Ary

island where we planned to document

cemetery and former Gulag site. Surprisingly,

a group of fishermen continue to work in Tit-

Ary island, therefore the village was not

deserted entirely. However, none stay there in

winter.

Spending 12 days on the island we

documented the remains of the cemetery,

strengthened the base foundation of the

monument, which was built by a Lithuanian

expedition in 1989 to honour Gulag victims.

Tit-Ary is a very interesting place from the

historical point of few, there are quite a few

buildings and structures, dating back to 1942-

1944 (houses, permafrost cellar) which were

built by gulag prisoners and deportees, a lot

of artefacts from WWII. Lena was a

Lendlease route and a lot of US supplies

passed it. We saw a lot of artefacts, remaining

in Tit-Ary island - including empty petrol

canisters with “US Navy” signs, remains of

“Studebaker” truck and other.



We brought a lot of photo and video

material and the results of the expedition

were made public in the form of

educational on-line multimedia-story

“TRACES: traversing the past”, where

contemporary Polar adventure meets the

dark side of Soviet history, the story is

available at www.zymes.lt. The photos of

the former Gulag settlements were

presented to the National Archive.

All members of the expedition would like to

thank the Gino Watkins Memorial Fund

for supporting our project and enabling us

to undertake this extremely interesting

journey.

Sincerely,

Gediminas Andriukaitis
Manager of the expedition

http://www.zymes.lt/



